IMPORTANT REP BRIEFING: EQUAL PAY AND THE NEW ASDA CONTRACT

The ASDA new contract started on
November 3rd, 2019.

The ASDA retail new contract rate is £9.00
per hour, £9.57 (Middle) & £10.11 (London).

ASDA retail employees now have just 6
months to lodge their equal pay claim
because their contractual terms and
conditions have changed.

At every stage of this Employment Tribunal
(it has been to Tribunal, Appeal Tribunal and
Court of Appeal so far), ASDA has argued
that retail employees shouldn’t be able to
compare their work with distribution.

This Rep briefing gives an update on the
background, where we are now, how Importantly, on each occasion ASDA has
members can lodge a claim and how this lost.
can be used to recruit new members.
Background
GMB has submitted 17,000 equal pay
claims for ASDA workers so far.

ASDA is making another attempt to overturn
the decision, this time in the Supreme Court.

These repeated ASDA appeals have not
stopped the case and the Employment
The legal argument we’re making is that Tribunal has moved to the next stage of the
ASDA retail employees’ work is comparable process: comparing job descriptions.
and of equal value to ASDA warehouse
distribution workers. Distribution workers
are paid more than those in retail.
There are three different warehouse
rates based on location. The basic rates
below are the early shift rates. Different
rates are applicable for late and night
shifts.
South -£12.57 per hour
Midlands/South West/Wales -£11.09 per hour
North-£10.67
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It’s very important that members don’t
leave it to the last day to contact us, the
deadline to lodge the cases is May 2nd,
but there is obviously a process to go
through and paperwork that needs to
be accurately completed and
submitted to make a claim.
That’s why members need to get in
touch at least one month in advance
of the deadline.
How and when to lodge a claim
Any Asda colleagues who want to lodge
an Employment Tribunal claim must do so
by 2 May 2020 - but members should
contact our solicitors at least one month
before that to make sure a claim is lodged.
If you are a colleague on contract 6 who
was not part of the recent consultation
exercise undertaken by ASDA, but have
simply received a letter telling you that
certain terms of your contract have been
varied then we do not believe that the date
they sent you that letter poses any legal
issues for an equal pay claim - assuming
you have not already taken the step of
asking GMB to lodge such a claim for you.
However, to be on the safe side, we
are asking all members who have not
registered a claim and want to, to do so by
2 April 2020
If a member has already registered their
claim they don’t need to register again.
Their claim will continue.
Because of the volume of cases (over 17,000
so far), the Equal Pay cases are run for us by
an external legal firm called Leigh Day.
There are two ways for members to get in
touch to lodge a claim:
Call the Equal Pay Hotline 0800 689 3289
or Email on: asdagmb@leighday.co.uk
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Why Asda colleagues should join
the claim and join GMB
If the equal pay claims are successful then
claimants may be able to claim up to
six years back pay. The rate members
may be able to claim is the difference
between the retail rate of pay and the
distribution warehouse rate of pay over
that period.
This is really important, and can be used to
help recruit members:
1. If back pay is awarded it won’t be
automatically for everyone, if members
don’t lodge a claim they will not be able
to claim up to six years back pay.
2. GMB will only take claims on behalf of
our members, if people want to join the
claim through GMB then they must join
GMB.
3. Both women and men ASDA retail
employees can make a claim (this is
about equal work for equal pay, and
while the issue disproportionately
impacts on women workers, it’s not
limited to women).
If you have any questions or need
more membership forms, please contact
your officer.

